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From Your Newsletter Editor:
The attentive reader will have noticed that there has been no Newsletter for a while, due in part to a
range of onerous commitments (otherwise known as work) and to unduly protracted interactions with
medical professionals that have kept me away from caving, and hence this is the first issue of 2018.
While the newsletter may have evolved in its means of production over the years, its format remains
relatively unchanged and with the increasing use of email and social media to communicate, it remains a
valuable record of the activities of Your club. I would like to offer a special thank you to all who have
contributed with articles and news and hope you enjoy this edition.

New Members:
We welcome into the Royal Forest of Dean Caving Club family, these fine and upstanding individuals:

Callum Pickersgill
Martyn Jennings
Be seeing you.

MINING ARCHAEOLOGAL DIG 2017.
A Report by John Hine

At the May Day Bank Holiday w/e last year, a 4 day dig, with all the requisite permissions, was carried

on at the ‘ Pancake Mines ‘, official name Great Doward Iron Mine.
The site is not only a SSSI, but also within the Wye Valley SAC ( Special Area of Conservation ).
The object of the weekend was to try & establish the age of the numerous firesetting features there.
A weekend the previous year identified the ‘ largest fireset chamber yet to be found in this country ’,
together with another 7 or 8 fireset workings.
The dig was carried out by about 10 people well practised in such art, from all over the Country.
Samples of cordwood charcoal were found in two small trial trenches. These were identified as being
from Beech, & 5 samples were dated using C 14, funded by English Heritage.
A lecture was given by 1 of the archaeologists at the recent NAMHO 18 event held here in the Forest
of Dean, but the C 14 dates were not available at the time.
It is hoped by June next year, to publish the Proceedings of the Conference, where transcripts of the
lectures will be available.
Proceeds from the Proceedings will be split between GCRG & FoDCCAG.
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Date

3

Event

Wed 10/10/2018

Wetsink aka Slaughter Stream Cave: SRT / ladder workshop. Come and practice those vertical skills. Contact Jon Holden for more details.

18-21/10/2018

Yorkshire Dales: Lots of vertical caves can be suitable for all abilities. Contact
Jon Holden for more details.

Sun 28/10/2018

South Wales: Ystradfelte area, Bridge Cave to Town Drain with everything inbetween. Suitable for all abilities, lots of splashing in river caves. Contact Jon Holden for more details.

08-11/11/2018

Yorkshire Dales: Lots of vertical caves can be suitable for all abilities. Contact
Jon Holden for more details.

Mon 12/11/2018

Caving in the Golden Triangle: speaker Andy Goddard. Meet downstairs at
the Rising Sun pub Moseley Green 8pm.

Wed 14/11/2018

SRT rescue workshop: Find out what to do if you get hung up. venue TBC.

Sun 25/11/2018

Wetsink aka Slaughter Stream Cave: Explore the longest cave in the Forest.
Does have some vertical bits in the entrance which can be rigged on ladders or
SRT. Contact Jon Holden for more details.

29/11 - 02/12/2018

Yorkshire Dales: Lots of vertical caves can be suitable for all abilities. Contact
Jon Holden for more details.

Sun 09/12/2018

Chartist Cave: Contact Jon Holden for more details.

Wed 19/12/2018

Old Ham Retro Trip: Meet at the gate 6pm. armed with olde worlde caving set
up. No electric lights allowed, candles, stinkies or a creation of your own! Experience the caves as the miners did on this little trip. Suitable for all abilities. If you
would like to hire a stinkie for the evening, speak to Mole.

Wed 19/12/2018

Xmas Club Social: Meet downstairs at the Rising Sun pub at Moseley Green
8pm. Savoury food provided, please bring a pudding and don't forget a quality
donation raffle prize !

Tue 01/01/2019

New Years Day Walk: To be confirmed.

And for 2019...

Where do you want to go???? The proposed meets list will be posted when
available, so if there's anywhere you fancy going, let Jon know, and he'll try to
organise a trip. I'm sure he would appreciate any help you can give to suggest
and help organise local. Don't be shy!

Minutes of Committee Meeting. 19th February
2018
Present: Jan Karvik, David Dickson, Jon Holden, Nicky Bayley, Ade Thorpe, Raif Evans, Andy Clark, Dan
Sandford
1. Membership: Discussion about giving honorary membership for over 50 years in club. Comment
that it might be difficult to prove when people joined as no records go back that far! Also proposed ½ price membership for those over 70. Would like to reward loyalty for long serving members. For further discussion and proposal to be put forward at AGM
2. Expenditure: Debated the need for guidelines to approve members spending on equipment /kit /
books, etc. As spending is quite low, it was decided to keep to an ‘ad hoc’ basis, with the committee to decide upon any spending.
3. Tackle. Some new kit has been purchased, including a new ‘wet sink’ set. There was concern that
kit tends to get split up and go missing over the years. Proposed that an online ‘google app’ system be set up to keep track on kit. Can use ‘google sheets’ to log all use. JK, DD + DS to log all kit
and set up database.
4. Caving Fest. Idea to have a month of various trips in the forest to encourage caving – for club
members and other groups. Caves to be rigged. Leaders found to take trips. Advertise on Facebook. JH and RE to organise.
5. Wednesday night trips. It was felt that a monthly ‘club’ caving / mining trip would be good bring
the club closer together and give members the chance to do the ‘classic forest trips’. AC to put
together program of trips.
6. Newsletter. It was agreed that it would be good to get regular newsletter going again. Discussed
ideas: trip reports, library list, meet calendar, contact details, cave related articles, access procedures, meeting minutes, etc. AT to co-ordinate.
7. Data protection laws. DD to keep a keep abreast of changes in the law that may affect the club.
8. NAMHO – to be held in the Forest in June. We will offer help if needed.

There was no other business and meeting was closed
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Confessions of a Cornish Convert
After over twenty years as a regular caver in the Forest of Dean and
South Wales, with occasional excursions to Yorkshire and southern
Ireland and a few expeditions to France, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Ukraine and the USA, I moved to Cornwall in 2010; no more
caves!
Initially, I fulfilled my need to get underground by travelling back to
the Wye Valley for the odd trip, but this was increasingly infrequent
and not sustainable. I hooked up with a disparate bunch of Cornish
mine enthusiasts and started getting my underground fix by exploring Cornish mines. I have always
preferred caves to mines (and still do) but I have grown to enjoy mine exploring. Much of the exploration in Cornwall is ‘under the radar’, with some groups being extremely secretive about their
covert operations. Thursday night has now become the regular evening for surreptitious subterranean exploration of Cornish mines.
In the Cornish copper mines there are often spectacular colours; every hue of
blue and green flowstone dripping down the walls and often coating the iron
rungs of old ladders. I have visited tin mines where I have been able to collect a few loose specimens of tin ore; cassiterite, though often the miners
have literally picked the mine clean of any ore. I have been lucky enough to
visit some mines that have not been explored since they were abandoned
and have seen all manner of evidence of ‘t’owd
man’: shovels, chisels, nails, barrows, candle
stubs, clay tallies, earthenware bottles, felt
hats; even hobnail boot prints as fresh as when
they were made in the 1840’s. Cornish Mines are often walking size
passage, with some chambers ‘measureless to man’ though there are
many smaller crawling passages that a lot of my mine exploring
friends think are desperately tight (even though I am the ‘fatometer’
and have squirmed through far smaller squeezes in caves!) Most entrance pitches are 30m to 50m and are
usually simple straight drops, with little
faffing about at rebelays or deviations.
Despite my ‘conversion’ to mine exploring, I cannot deny that I am thoroughly
looking forward to a week of caving in
Fermanagh at the end of October!
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RFDCC ONLINE HANBOOK UPDATES.
( published 2010 )
John would like it known that the following updates are needed to the Handbook – please make a note of
changes.
Page 22 - FoDCCAG
John Hine –

molegrottage@gmail.com
secretary@fodccag.org.uk

David Tuffley –

permits@fodccag.org.uk

Page 23 - ( SSSI’s ) now includes the Doward. It is also within the Wye Valley SAC (Special Area of Conservation)
Page 25 - Bixhead Stone Quarry Mine. No access at present – it is now privately owned.
Page 26 - ( Wigpool ) Gold Hole - No access permitted. Bailey Level – contact Jonathan Wright.
Old Bow - Access to Old Bow is not permissable from the start of October until the end of March each
year. In Lambsquay, the limit towards Old Bow is 'St. Pauls '. – the first circular chamber on the left towards Old Bow from the bottom of Lambsquay.
Page 27 - Lydney Park Estate – Devil’s Chapel – No access permitted at present. Negotiations are progressing.

Page 28 - Robin Hood Shaft – No access at present, hopefully after some work is done on it.
Little John Shaft – No access.
Seymour’s Swallet – No access at present – there are new owners – Dave Appleing is negotiating.
Old Bow - Access to Old Bow is not permissible from the start of October until the end of March each
year. In Lambsquay, the limit towards Old Bow is 'St. Pauls '. – the first circular chamber on the left towards Old Bow from the bottom of Lambsquay.
FoDCCAG Web Page – www.fodccag.org.uk
Please note – our access agreement with the Forestry Commission does NOT include COAL MINES.
There is also no access to Mine Train Quarry – a recent visit before NAMHO 18 was reported. ( see page
29 ).
It should also be noted that for the NAMHO Conference weekend only, this year, SPECIAL arrangement
were made for a few sites where access does not at present exist.
This is the result of last year's Royal Geographical Society / BCRA / BCA conference.
—Well worth watching
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkKeWp08_lX6c7yk4l1JaxQ
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
There are 10 differences between the two photos, so see if you can find them all.
For extra kudos, name the underground location (cave and location).
Good Luck!
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Tingle Iron Mine update
Shergar found at long last Dave Tuffley
This just to update other club members on what is happening at the Tingle’s Iron Mine dig up on
Plump Hill, near Mitcheldean. In May lots of large bones started to be found at the bottom of the
shaft. It soon became apparent that these were the bones of a horse that had been thrown down the
shaft and finally covered over with stones and thick clay infilling. The bones were gradually stacked on
the side of the spoil tip every week. Then one evening we found that they had all disappeared completely and no one has a clue just why somebody would want to take these relics, unless it was a hungry pack of dogs roaming the area or a black magic coven.
The conclusion we came to that these were the remain of Shergar, the Irish race horse that was kidnapped in February 1983, by what is believed by the IRA and was disposed of when the police net was
starting to close in. The strange thing is or was, that 5 horse shoes were found with the remains, and
so a long debate took place as to whether this was a five legged horse, or, he brought his own spare
horseshoe along where ever he went.
The dig is still progressing slowly, and we have passed the unstable area where we had to cast about 4
or 5 concrete rings to stabilise the loose sides. The sides are in solid rock and the shaft measures 7
feet square which means we are having to haul out more spoil to gain any ground.
Vandals have been back and lit a big fire over the entrance door and this probably lead to the diggers
finding that the air was bad at one point as they could not keep a candle alight at the shaft bottom.
Work is still on-going and takes place every 2 or 3 week, in order to give variation to those who get
bored with hauling on the rope.
The shaft was dowsed as being 40 feet deep and we are about 26 feet deep now. For safety’s sake the
digger always has a fixed safety line attached to him or her. At one time a faint draught could be detected, but thing seems to have vanished. The infill now consists of quite of few old bricks which may
have come from a brick works near to the Fairplay cottages just at the top of Plump Hill.
The midges have been a real nuisance on those hot nights of late, and we are still making slow progress to whatever lies beneath us.

Addendum - Tingles Dig update—Roger Bailey
Our effort here goes steadily "down", that is, we are about twenty seven feet (looks less in metres) deep.
No buried treasure as yet, but we did come across the skeleton of a horse complete with its shoes.
Also ironwork for a miners sledge or cart? of some kind, there were no axles.
We have had some vandalism when someone did light a fire on top of our shaft door, but this is still
working.
We are not there every week but with sessions every other wednesday in good weather, otherwise
underground trips. Extra muscle would be welcome.
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High Aven Exploration in Otter Hole, May & June 2018 by Ian Healey
I seem to have got a bit carried away writing this article! For those with not much time who want a quick
trip report here you go: ‘Ian and Raif climbed to the top of High Aven in Otter Hole’. If you have made a cup
of tea/flipped the top of a bottle of beer and want to read on, here’s how it happened:

Ian and Raif after their first trip

I’ve been an Otter Hole Warden for a few years now and every time I pass an aven in the cave I look up and
wonder if it ‘goes’. Most would need bolting to climb and I’ve never had the kit to do that. When Matt Rees
started bolting up the North wall of High Aven in 2017 it inspired me to think I ought to have a go at aven
climbing too. There are lots of avens in Otter Hole with tantalising question marks on the survey and they
probably offer the best opportunity for exploring new passage.

I had hoped to help Matt bolt climb an aven so that I might have more of an inkling of how it was done. Unfortunately my two aven climbing trips with Matt didn’t quite go as planned. We basically ran out of time in
Woolaston Wood before Matt had placed a bolt and then at an aven in Slaughter Stream, Matt had come
hurtling down on top of me from a stance, whilst he was cleaning out his first drill hole. He then had to limp
out without having passed on the dark arts of aven climbing to me.
I bought some kit and had a play with it and after a bit of trial and error managed to scale the climbing tower at work. Drilling into wood was nice and easy and I thought I’d soon got the hang of this bolt climbing
business. It needed a trial in a cave so I persuaded Jon Holden (aka Bump) to hold my rope whilst I dangled
around in an aven in The Chunnel passage of Slaughter Stream Cave.

I soon learnt that trying to get past overhangs was not a good idea when my bolting bar inverted and I end
up in a dangling tangle with legs flailing in mid-air. Fortunately this was just off the ground and I was able to
stand on Bump to sort myself out again. I also later found out from Matt I’d being doing it all wrong and
should have had my etrier clipped to the bottom of the bolting bar. Nevertheless I had managed to get to
the top of the aven and also placed my first 8mm through bolt to abseil off from.
The aven in The Chunnel, as expected, had closed down into a too tight rift but it had been good practice.
The other valuable lesson was that my small cordless DIY drill was not really up to the job of drilling in rock.
Each 6mm diameter hole had taken over five minutes and lots of effort to drill 55mm deep. It was underpowered for the job and Matt said he thought Otter Hole rock was harder.
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An aven climbing trip to Otter Hole takes a fair bit of planning, preparation and kit. It also takes a bit of luck
with getting through the tidal sump. On 14th April, during the pre-season Wardens trip, I carried in a tackle
bag with 25m of rope and an SRT harness. The sump didn’t open and we’d got very wet in the bedding
plane crawls, but I hoped the kit was still dry in plastic bags and a dry bag that I stashed high up in the
chamber before the sump. A week later and I was leading a trip with a club group and again unfortunately
the sump didn’t open. I added another tackle bag of crabs and bolts etc. to my gear cache. Getting all this
through the awkward entrance series at the same time would have been very hard work.
Another week later the ‘eye’ of the sump had opened while Paul Taylor was on a filming trip but the main
arch passage below it had not cleared. A couple of days later there was heavy overnight rain in the whole
of the River Wye catchment. Our planned aven climbing trip was for 6th May, just 5 days later. I anxiously
monitored the website of the River Wye river gauge and saw the swell from the rain blip the graph like a
heartbeat, but it was again back to the same level as it had been for Paul’s trip. I was fairly confident the
sump would open to at least the ‘eye’, as it was also a lower high tide at Chepstow for our trip.
By the time I met Raif Evans in the car park at 06:45 on the 6 th May, the day of our trip was already warming up and was forecast to be dry and sunny in the mid 20’s. I’ve often thought that one definition of a
‘keen caver’ is someone who goes down a cave on a beautiful sunny day when there are so many other
things to do above ground. On this particular day I was keen. I wouldn’t have just gone into any cave on a
day like this, but this was Otter Hole and we were hoping to explore virgin passage. Due to the complexities
of the sump this was a trip you planned well in advance and was not one that could be left to spontaneity.
We were soon cooling down in the wet and muddy bedding plane pools not far from the entrance. For this
trip I was borrowing a 36V SDS super drill that was guaranteed to drill holes in hard rock. However it was
twice the size and weight of my DIY drill. It was padded with foam inside 2 plastic bags and a dry bag and
inside a custom made tackle bag that I’d had to specially buy. Also packed in this bag were additional carabiners, drill bits, food and drink etc. The bag was soon catching on every rock projection and proving hard
work to push through the tight crawls of the entrance series.
Before long we arrived at my equipment cache and added another bag each to of our loads. Soon after we
were at the sump chamber and could see that the ‘eye’ was indeed open, with the water level about 40cm
below it, but not revealing the arch passage underneath. Wading chest deep through the water Raif made
the awkward climb up and through the eye hole and then I struggled to pass the water logged tackle bags
through to him.

The next key obstacle is what we refer to as ‘the traverse’
and involves carefully edging and bridging along a sloping
ledge of rock with the cave river about 12 feet below you.
A fall could hurt. Normally I don’t find this too difficult, but
with a tackle bag on my back and another worn on my
chest I was struggling to see where my feet were going.
Fortunately this passed without incident and I knew it was
not now far to the first aven I intended to look at.
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Hard work with the tackle bags

When we got there it looked shorter than the memory, from a year ago, had me believe. Raif’s strongly focussed light beam also soon suggested it was not likely to go anywhere. I congratulated Raif on the power of
his light that was much better than mine at aven ‘scoping’. I was however a rather disappointed, as I’d passed
this particular aven several times before, thinking it would make a good first climb and had previously looked
promising for ongoing passage at the top.
A little further on we found a short climb up into a passage that neither Raif or I had been in before. In fact it
was possible that no one had been in it before. Memory of the survey was that it was indicated with a couple
of dashed lines after a few metres, suggesting that it was potentially ongoing but unsurveyed.
It was only just over three metres up to get into the passage and I offered the honour to Raif to try first. Using
combined tactics he stood first on my knee and then shoulder to get up the first awkward two metres. He was
now established on the rock but faced with a committing and awkward traverse move to gain entry to the pas-

sage. After weighing up the odds he decided to come back down. We managed this with the reverse process
of getting him onto the rock.
I politely declined the offer to give it a go saying, “Lets save it for someone who doesn’t have a great big drill
and loads of bolts”. Although these implements would have made it safely achievable, it could be boldly
climbed (and possibly already had been) without them. We had ‘bigger fish to fry’. Instead I suggested “I think
we should have a look at a couple of avens I’ve seen on the survey in Crystal Ball Passage, before the pretties.”
More familiar obstacles were overcome to get into the upper cave. The biggest obstacle being to carry and
push two tackle bags each. Through some of the tighter more awkward constrictions it helped for one person
to push the bags through and the person in front to pull them up. Crystal Ball Passage is off the main route

and has two ways in, both awkward to start. We decided to leave the bags at the start and return for the
equipment if we needed it.
I’d only once before entered Crystal Ball Passage and it had been on my own. It’s generally deemed off-limits
for conservation reasons and doesn’t form part of a tourist trip, especially as there are lots of other good places to see. I was particularly keen to have another look at the start of the passage as it is one of only two places
that breaks through the 40m height barrier above the cave river.
Raif, a keen amateur geologist, remarked upon the fault derived nature of the passage and we briefly looked
at the high point of the passage that closed down in a boulder choke. We soon came across the avens which
were dripping water, but again with Raif’s powerful light beam they looked pretty closed down at the top.

Never mind I thought, I remember seeing more avens on the survey near Fault Chamber and Long Straw
Chamber.
We picked up the bags and headed past the Hall of 30 with only a cursory glance, on this occasion, at the
amazing formations. We soon found ourselves in the chamber of High Aven where Matt and Raif had undertaken a couple of climbing sessions on the North wall of the chamber. Raif pointed out the hole they had
reached in the wall that had closed down to nothing and then the traverse out from there to a high point
where the rope presently hung down from, awaiting another visit. There looked to be about 2/3rds more
height to climb before reaching the roof of the aven above and any possible way on from there.
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On the opposite wall an old black rope hung from an unseen anchor point and dangled about 12m down a
loose looking gully. I asked Raif if he knew anything about it and he replied he’d remembered hearing that
maybe someone had climbed it possibly as part of Sid Perou’s film of the cave about 30 years before. It
seemed unlikely that anyone had been up it since and the fact that the rope only went half way up suggested they may not have reached the top.
We moved on through the cave looking out for avens. I was now wishing I’d brought a survey with me to
help locate them. The first one that caught our eye was in a chamber that we later identified as Fault Chamber, but we didn’t know that at the time. Interestingly the survey does not show as having a potentially ongoing aven in the roof; however in real life it looked promising. The only problem was that it had an awkward steep start to it and an overhanging band of rock at two thirds height. I thought it would be too difficult to bolt climb and we moved on.

I remembered seeing avens shown on the survey near Long Straw Chamber and this was easily identifiable.
Unfortunately we couldn’t see any avens in the vicinity. Further searching and we found ourselves at Tunnels Junction. We decided to go no further as the nature of cave changes to more phreatic with no avens
we could remember other than at End Chamber. Raif remembered this as more of a roof tube/chimney
type aven and not really as suited to bolt climbing techniques.
I was beginning to get frustrated. “Where are all these ongoing avens that the survey shows?” It was possible that when the survey was done, using older dimmer lights, they would have looked dark and inviting
and have warranted a question mark from the surveyor. Raif’s light had ruled out all except one and that
looked too hard. I turned to him and exclaimed “You and your bloody light – if it wasn’t for that we’d have
been climbing an aven 5 hours ago!”
I had a vague memory, from previously perusing the survey, of some avens shown on a couple of side passages further back. We decided to go and look for these side passages and avens and managed to find one
of the passages near Fault Chamber. It had two dripping avens but unfortunately again they looked to close
down at the top. This passage conveniently looped back into Fault chamber and we took another look at
the ‘too hard aven’ we had previously discounted.
I was seriously tempted to give it a go and
almost started to get the rope out but then
realised this was more out of desperation
than anything else. I thought back to my ex-

perience on my first and only previous bolt
climb when I had ended up in a tangle on an
overhang. This was not the place to repeat
such an incident and I didn’t want to bite of
more than I could chew.

Gearing up for the climb
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We had now been searching for avens for several hours and the only prospect left I could think of was the
South Wall of High Aven, where the old black rope hung. I had wanted to avoid High Aven as I knew that
was where Matt was climbing and I didn’t want to be ‘stepping on his toes’. I talked to Raif about it and
expressed my concerns. Matt is a friend and we have caved several times together, but I was particular
keen to hear Raif’s thoughts as it was he who had been Matt’s partner on this project. Raif said he
thought that Matt wouldn’t mind us climbing the line of the old black rope which was on the opposite
side of the wall to his climb. The chances were, with the time we now had left we might not get past the
top of this rope anyway.
Seven and a half hours after entering the cave we finally made the decision to climb an aven. Unpacking
the bags of equipment and getting kitted up afforded a transition time to start thinking about the climb.
There was a lot of equipment to sort and I would be carrying all of it. I was already feeling tired from the

exertions of dragging it around most of the cave, but that was soon forgotten with the anticipation of
what lay ahead.
I began to methodically clip all the gear to my harness and was soon once again weighed down with three
tackle bags worth of equipment. I finally added a wrist mounted video camera to attempt to record some
of the climb and made the first step up. The beginning of the route was fairly straightforward climbing
and didn’t require dangling from bolts. I was soon five metres up and then suddenly rather worried. There
were many loose rocks and I was concerned that what I needed to step on to next might just give way.
I quickly drilled a 6mm hole and placed my first 55mm long screw to fasten a hanger. Having clipped my
rope in I felt momentary relief, before thinking how small the screw looked. I could see from the rock

ahead that lead climbing would be the easiest and most efficient means of progression. However, these
screws were not designed to take leader falls. In fact they were never designed to even take static human
loads, but had been successfully used for that purpose in the past.

Drilling into the rock and placing a 6mm concrete screw with alien hanger
Another couple of metres up I placed another screw and then delicately stood up on a piece of rock that I
was concerned might just fall away. I had already warned Raif about possible rockfall and then made it a
certainty by clearing several loose stones plus a few bigger rocks. He said he was tucked under an overhang and out of the line of fire, which was just as well as it wouldn’t do to injure my belayer. The climbing
was relatively straightforward but precarious. I moved left to the old black rope and put my jammer on it.
I figured this was better than nothing, but not if it pulled down a block it might be attached to!
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I moved up and before long I found out what it was attached to. I decided that whoever was bold or crazy

enough to free climb up to and abseil off this block, may have also chimneyed up above it. It looked possible to squeeze through the loose chockstones above, but not at all inviting. Instead I decided to break
out right to where I could see some better rock. First I changed drill bits and put in an 8mm through-bolt.
I climbed up on more loose rock with one foot hold looking particular brittle, but I managed to find hand
holds to minimise my weight on it.
Movement was restricted by my caving suit and full harness weighed down with several kilos of equipment. My etriers were catching on sharp protrusions of rock and the drill was also swinging around as I
pulled up to a precarious stance with more loose rock. I was now several metres above my last runner
and was trying not to think about this, although I was necessarily aware of it. At no time did I allow my
mind to wander to the implications of an accident.
The consequence of an accident this far into the
cave were very serious and it would likely take
well over 24 hours to get me out even if the timings of the sump worked favourably and I was able
to help myself to some extent. The last rescue in
Otter Hole Cave had taken 23 hours and involved
around 100 rescue personnel for someone with an
injured pelvis closer to the entrance. All such
thoughts were for now firmly buried.

Weighed down with lots of gear

I shouted down to Raif “How much rope?” and was disappointed by the distant reply of “Three metres!”.
I had nearly used all of my 25m of rope. This was very frustrating - I needed about 10m more to reach the
top. The way on looked like straightforward climbing, but loose and dangerous. Whatever happened next
I needed to set some anchors. Fortunately there was some good looking rock on the right and I drilled
and cleaned holes for two 8mm through bolts, which I was soon clipped to.
I thought about getting Raif to climb up
and then multi pitching the route, but it
would be time consuming and hazardous.
There were many loose rocks to worry
about on the climb ahead and we would

then both need to do a ‘pull through’ to
lower back to my present stance before
abseiling off. I didn’t have Raif’s aven
busting light, but from what I could see
the way on looked promising and I filmed
it for him to see later.
The way on viewed from top of first pitch
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I told Raif that I was safe and would be abbing
down and clearing rocks. He unclipped and
moved well away from the bottom. We would
definitely want to climb back up this rope in the
future and I didn’t want it rubbing against any
loose rocks that it might pull down on top of us. I
started throwing down a few teapot size rocks
and then a couple of double toasters. I rebelayed
at the first 8mm bolt and took out the 6mm
screws. It looked like we would be left with a bit
of rope rub but it was not on a sharp an edge. A

Clearing loose rocks from the climb

few more tea pots and a food mixer and it looked
like the route was now fairly clear of loose rock.
A couple of hours after starting the climb I was now back on the ground. As I packed the drill away there
were conflicting emotions. It was a mixture of satisfaction and frustration and excitement and also an
awareness of the long journey out ahead of us. We had three hours to get through past the sump before
it closed, which should be plenty of time, but we were tired.
I now just had one bag to carry out containing the drill, bolting bar and some carabiners. The rest of the
equipment I left for a return trip to finish the climb. As those who have been in Otter Hole will know, it is
an arduous trip at the best of times and manoeuvring a large tackle bag through this awkward cave is a
trial of endurance. By the time we reached the rescue dump in the cave I was tiring considerably. Raif

started to move ahead of me and I realised I was slowing down even more than he was no doubt doing.
We got to the ‘traverse’ and on uncertain legs I knew I needed to take care. I bum shuffled the last couple
of metres and was glad that obstacle was now out of the way.
We stopped for a rest and I ate the last of my food, hoping I would get an energy boost in a short while. I
had finished the last of my litre of drink at the climb and was no doubt also very dehydrated. Although I
had been soaked to the skin, neck deep, whilst going through the sump pool on the way in, I had not been
cold since then due to the near constant movement and activity for the last 12 hours. In fact for the majority of that time I had been sweating with the physical effort.
Hazardous ground still remained though and we

plodded on like old men trying to pick the most
energy efficient ways to tackle each obstacle. The
sump was at the same level we had passed it in
the morning and we clambered through the eye
hole once more and I found enough energy to
film Raif coming through. We were now wet
through again and with our legs feeling literally
heavier but also metaphorically.
Raif exiting through the eye into sump chamber
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Pushing the bag through the entrance crawls I commented to Raif “I feel like I’m moving in slow motion”.
We eventually reached the final climb up and the wriggle to gate. After 13 hours of being underground we
at last emerged to the twilight of a warm spring evening that still alluded to the heat from the day. All
that remained to do was to plod our weary bodies back up the hill and shake hands on our successful days
caving.
Thirty four days later Raif and I are once again
stood at the bottom of High Aven looking up and
wondering whether it will ‘go’. A quick return
would have been nice but this is not one you can
fit into an evening after work and diaries and other commitments have needed to be juggled. Since

our last climb I have learnt that the black in-situ
rope that went half way up had been placed by
Ian Calder and John Elliot many years before. It
was also even more encouraging to hear that they
hadn’t reached the top. It could still be the key to
Tired after a strenuous 13 hour trip

unlocking a higher series.

We have plenty of time on this day. It’s 12:30 and the sump has not yet closed behind us. Hopefully Jan
Karvik will get back out before it does. He has kindly supported us by carrying in the drill but has decided
not to stay for the over tide trip. We theoretically have until 01:30 the following morning to get out before the sump closes for a second time but hope to be through soon after 19:30 when it will open again.

We’re not worried about it behaving on this occasion and had waded through at only crotch depth two
hours previously.
I dig out the equipment that I’ve previously left in the cave and see that the alloy crabs have spotted up
with small crusts of decomposition from being damp, despite being sealed in a plastic bag. Soon I am
again weighed down with lots of climbing equipment, including the new 25metres of rope we have
brought in to extend the climb.

Belay at top of first pitch
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Once I have ascended the in-situ dynamic rope placed last time I replace it with this new static rope and
Raif follows me up it. While he is doing that I drill a hole for my next runner to protect the factor 2 fall on
to the belay point. I’ve brought in some new, more substantial, 8mm screw in ‘thunderbolts’ to use as removable anchors to protect the onward climb. Unfortunately it turns out that I’ve brought in the wrong
spanner to screw them in! My 17mm spanner, unsurprisingly, wont connect to the 15mm heads. How did
I get that wrong?
After trying to improvise by threading some string round the ring end of the spanner I give up and decide
it will be back to using the less substantial looking 6mm screws that I also have more of. I place one and
clip my lead rope to it before starting to climb the loose rock above. The climbing is easy but the rock is
not good and I don’t think it’s worth placing another screw yet. Before long I am around 6 metres above
the screw and facing a potential fall of over 12 metres on to it. This is not good. I can see to the top of the

climb but don’t want to get distracted thinking about what I can see or telling Raif about it yet. What I
need is another descent anchor point.

I’m very near the top and I decide I should
step up another metre to reach some
better looking rock to drill into. Another
precarious step up on friable and sharp
crystalline rock gains me access to more
solid looking rock and I drill into it. I’m glad
at this point to have a powerful, albeit
heavy, drill that makes fairly short work of
the job. Soon I am inserting the end of an

Feeling the strain on the ‘run-out’ climb

8mm rawlbolt into the hole and then realising I haven’t got a hammer to drive it in! I’ve left that in a small
bag with Raif about eight metres below me.

Rock hammering 8mm Rawl Bolt
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The only thing to do is to find a rock to use as a hammer. Fortunately there are plenty of these to hand
and I am soon bashing one on to the end of the bolt to drive it in. Having tightened it with a spanner, that
does fit, I am relieved to at last clip into it. I feel even better a few minutes later when I clip a second one
in. What is not looking so positive however is the onward prospect of finding new passage.
Unfortunately it looks as though it closes down to nothing above my head. I’ve probably realised this for
over half an hour by now. Later back home, when editing the video footage I took on the climb, I realise
just how long the whole climb has taken. At the time it seems to be only a few minutes since I left Raif at
the belay point. Although my brain is operating at a degree of heightened awareness of my situation this
doesn’t seem to include my sense of time passing.
We’ve come all this way and put so much effort in that I don’t want to fully accept that we are not going
to break through into a hidden upper series that awaits exploration. My hopes for this climb for the last

34 days have been to crawl through a gap and emerge into a large upper gallery with the darkness beckoning. I’ve imagined it over and over in my head and it’s been the inspiration to take the risks required
and put in the physical effort. Now all this excitement is steadily turning to disappointment.
I’ve still not lost all hope though and can see a few drips coming from the roof and some gaps between
loose rocks above. Having now clipped the two bolts I carefully bridge up the final couple of metres until
my helmet is touching the roof above.
I’m trying to feel for a draft to judge
whether there is anything beyond. The
air does feel fresh enough but I can’t
detect anything that hints at a large
volume of extending passage beyond. I
move a few small loose rocks and can
see a further metre down a crack but it
looks to close down. It doesn’t look a
good prospect for a high level digging
campaign unfortunately. The last hope
has faded and I now just need to concen-

The top

trate on getting down safely.
Back down at the two bolts I realise that as well as leaving my hammer with Raif I have also left my 3mm
pull down cord with him. I had been planning to use this to retrieve my rope in the event the climb went
nowhere and I didn’t need to leave the rope in-situ. I shout down to Raif to find out how much rope I
have left and he says I’m at the half way point, which is marked. Hopefully there is just enough then to get
me back down to him and then be able to pull it through.
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Once back down to Raif I clip in and he then abseils down to the bottom. I tie the 2 ropes together and
abseil down on one of them and then pull both down. From the bottom there is no visible sign of where
we have been, but above, out of sight, a few small drill holes and two pairs of carabiners lay dormant
from the abseil stations. I wonder if anyone will ever see them again and be bothered to make the second
ascent. They probably won’t if they have read this report!
We still had a plan B to explore something else with our remaining time. On our last trip we had passed
the aptly named 17 Metre Hole further in beyond Long Straw Gallery. I wondered what was at the
bottom and who had explored it. An email correspondence with John Elliot confirmed that he and one
other person had been down many years before. His memory of it was hazy but he thought it went down
the pitch you could see from the top and then along a bit before descending a second pitch which he
thought he might not have been down to the bottom of, but had concluded didn’t go anywhere. This was
enough for us to think it worth a second look after all these years.
Looking down the second pitch it looked promising and I couldn’t believe it hadn’t been descended before. It had been. There were footprints, probably of only a couple of people, heading off from the
bottom. After a bit of searching around we found a squeeze past a calcite curtain, into a rift about twenty
metres long. At the end of this there was a climb up. Perhaps this was what John hadn’t ascended, rather
than not descended.
I put on the rope and began a strenuous climb up. It was possible the CO2 was higher down here or that I
was just feeling tired but it seemed like hard work. Before long however I was up. It didn’t go anywhere
but there were again a couple of tell-tale scuff marks to show that someone else had previously visited.
Whoever it was had presumably either free climbed back down or run their rope over a block at the back.
I was too tired for any risky manoeuvres this far into the cave and elected to cut off a loop of rope to
leave round the block and lower of through another left behind crab.
We had now exhausted all our new exploration potential for the day and needed to head out. We did
stop to check out another aven in a side passage off high Aven and left the ropes there for another day.
The journey out was long and hard like the time before and felt like the ‘retreat from Leningrad’. Carrying
large bags of equipment is what makes it particularly arduous and we felt that perhaps the CO2 levels had
also risen, as they are known to. Eventually after another 13 hours underground we emerged at 11:40pm
to face the painful and slow walk back up the hill in state of near exhaustion.
Once I haven’t read this for a few weeks and the memory of the pain and effort has faded, I will no doubt

call Raif again to see if he fancies going back in for a third attempt at some new exploration. Another aven
awaits…
Ian Healey
If you got this far well done! You’ve read the ‘book’ now see the film!:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oUVhirVTgGw
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